
Inštruktor/inštruktorica klekljanja

Selected qualifications

Name of qualification Inštruktor/inštruktorica klekljanja

Translated title (no legal status) Bobbing instructor

Type of qualification Nacionalna poklicna kvalifikacija, SOK raven 6

Category of qualification Poklicna kvalifikacija



Admission requirements

• The candidate prepares a collection folder of evidence in advance, which
contains:
• Bobbined laces with references to the sources and authors of the patterns
from which the laces were bobbinied. The bobbin laces in the collection folder
are made in techniques, elements and motifs:
    ⚬ Ažur.
    ⚬     Flower.
    ⚬     Division of patterns and half-assets.
    ⚬     Lace based on a tulle net (so-called oven lace).
    ⚬     Two-color tablet.
    ⚬     Flanders pattern- lace in a combination of Flanders pattern with three
and five pairs.
    ⚬     Fringe along the edge.
    ⚬     Fringe under the pattern.
    ⚬     Pomegranate.
    ⚬     Idrija pattern in combination with twisted pattern and semi-finished
products. Finished lace with a tip and loop finish.
    ⚬     Idrija pattern with bends, corners and double twist. Finished lace with
any tip and finish.
    ⚬     A derivative of a wide line or several derivatives with a chain, a bend,
croquettes, with a rectangular and pointed corner, with flowers made of
stanzas and flowers made of fishes. Finished lace with cap and loop finish.
    ⚬     Kantu flower.
    ⚬     Stakes.
    ⚬     Small spruces with a corner.
    ⚬     Coffee tables with a corner.
    ⚬     Wetlands.
    ⚬     Brains.
    ⚬     Hint and finish in the tip in the semi-property.
    ⚬     Tip and tip in pattern.
    ⚬     Bends in semi-property with imitation and leaving pairs.
    ⚬     Narrow pattern with bends, bends with an auxiliary item, right-angled,
pointed and combined corner.
    ⚬     Spiders made in many different ways.
    ⚬     Spiders with semi-property.
    ⚬     Pence.
    ⚬     Half-items with addition and subtraction of pairs. Finished lace with a
tip and a loop finish.
    ⚬     Semi-furnished with corners.
    ⚬     Crossing draws or semi-properties.
    ⚬     Divided pattern, sensibly used in combination with other bobbin
techniques.
    ⚬     Relief tips and finishes, judiciously used in combination with other
bobbin techniques.
    ⚬     Ribežen
    ⚬     pattern by adding and subtracting pairs. Finished lace with a tip and
loop finish.
    ⚬     A flower with a stanza.
    ⚬     Rose with filling.
    ⚬     Honeycombs with bends and corners. Finished lace with a tip and loop
finish.
    ⚬     Drooling.
    ⚬     Snowflake.
    ⚬     Columns.
    ⚬     Twisted bibs with a corner.
    ⚬     Twisted draw with bends and corners.
    ⚬     Spiral.
    ⚬     Loaves with a corner.
    ⚬     Tulips.
    ⚬     Leaflet.
    ⚬     Multi-colored lace, made according to your own pattern.
    ⚬     Chains.
    ⚬     Carousel.
    ⚬     At least four different national ornament motifs: carnation, other
sophisticated floral motifs, human and/or animal figures.
    ⚬     At least three different bobbin fillings.
    ⚬     Combining drawings and semi-properties.
    ⚬     Horned frogs.
    ⚬     Frogs with canvas.
    ⚬     Saws.
    ⚬     The vein in the half-stroke straight and sideways and
• the candidate's statement that the candidate has independently produced all
the above-mentioned bobbin laces in the collection folder.



ISCED field Field
Izobraževalne znanosti in izobraževanje učiteljev

ISCED subfield subfield  izobraževanje učiteljev s predmetno specializacijo

Qualification level SQF 6
EQF 5

Learning outcomes

The candidate is able to:

responsibly plan and organize training work in accordance with the planned work plan,
ensure the quality and performance of work in the work environment in accordance with
professional standards,
act responsibly and enterprisingly and take care of your own professional development,
take care of one's own safety and the safety of the user in accordance with the assessed risks,
taking into account the rational use of material and time,
transfer knowledge, skills and experience in drawing patterns for bobbins using a professional
method and learning principles,
transfer knowledge, skills and experience in the preparation and use of bobbin plans drawn
according to the system of the international color scale for bobbin using the professional method
and teaching principles,
transfer knowledge, skills and experience in training the user for bobbing using a professional
method and learning principles,
communicate with various stakeholders, taking into account the principles of successful
communication using modern information and communication technology.

Accessors

Verification and assessment are carried out by committees for the verification and validation of national
vocational qualifications, appointed by the National Examination Centre (NEC). Committee members must
be licensed by the National Examination Centre. Licences may be found here .

Assessment and completion

VALIDATION

During the guidance process the candidate prepares a portfolio,  which is assessed by a committee. If the
portfolio submitted by the candidate contains  authentic, valid and adequate proof of the knowledge,  skills
and competences defined in the occupational standard, the committee may:

validate the contents of the occupational standard in full,  
validate the contents of the occupational standard in part and define the  knowledge, skills and
competence to be verified,  

https://www.nrpslo.org/podrobnosti/npk/63386331


refuse to validate any of the contents of the occupational standard because  the candidate has not
provided proof of any of the knowledge, skills and competences  defined in the occupational
standard, in which case it will verify  the occupational standard in full.  

METHOD OF VERIFICATION

Practical verification with an oral presentation.
 

The commission determines the practical task from the content of the professional task, which the
candidate brings to the direct examination.

In a simulated situation, the candidate performs the instruction procedure according to the submitted
professional task, which contains:

a description of the procedure for carrying out the instruction for the transfer of the knowledge of
drawing a bobbin pattern, which includes at least three different bobbin techniques, and
description of the procedure for the implementation of the instruction for the transfer of knowledge
drawing of the bobbin plan in the international color scale for the submitted sample. The described
procedure should include:

    the aim of the instruction, materials and tools, description of the process of knowledge
transfer and

description of the procedure for the implementation of the instruction for the transfer of bobbin
knowledge, for bobbin arbitrarily selected lace from the collection folder, which includes at least
three different bobbin techniques or elements. The described procedure includes:

    objective of the instruction, materials and tools, description of the knowledge transfer
process.

The guidelines for checking the professional assignment are in item 11 of this catalog.

 

 

Condition for obtaining certificate

Candidates demonstrate attainment of the knowledge, skills and competences defined in the catalogue of
standards of vocational knowledge and skills.

Awarding body

Providers  of  procedures  for  identifying  and  validating  NVQs  are  entered  in  a  register  of  providers
maintained  in  the  collection  of  the  national  information  centre  for  vocational  qualifications.  These  are:
vocational schools, businesses, B2B training centres, adult education centres and chambers of commerce.

URL

https://www.nrpslo.org/podrobnosti/izvajalec-pregled/63386331
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